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Never Kiss A Man In A Canoe Words Of Wisdom From The Golden Age Of Agony Aunts
Bryony and her sisters are left alone and destitute after the disgrace and death of their father, so Bryony disguises herself as a servant in the
house of the Earl of Kilmartyn in order to find the truth and clear her father's name.
The dictionary says that a kiss is `a salute made by touching with the lips pressed closely together and suddenly parting them.' From this, it is
quite obvious that, although a dictionary may know something about words, it knows nothing about kissing. In this rediscovered classic guide,
originally published in 1936, Hugh Morris expounds on the wonderful ritual of osculation (better known as kissing). He explores why people
kiss, how to prepare for a kiss, putting variety into your kissing, as well as some popular naughty kissing games. In his guide, you will
discover a range of kisses, including the French Soul Kiss, the Eyelash Kiss, the Nip Kiss, the Dancing Kiss. You'll come away from this book
wanting to discover the pain-pleasure of the Vacuum Kiss, include your friends in Electric Kissing Parties, and please your paramour with the
Surprise Kiss! So, gird up your loins, pucker up your lips and let's to the kissing arena!
A Man Who Won't Marry Pretending to be in search of a wife, Adrian St. Ledger, the duke of Trent, enters Emmaline Stanhope's marriage
broker shop, suspecting she's involved in a plot against the Crown. However, the lovely and exasperatingly independent Emma's not at all
what he expected. And when she insists he needs instruction on how to court a woman, then offers herself for practice, his cool distance
quickly dissipates. Yet marriage is the last thing Adrian will ever risk. The Marriage Broker Emma had abandoned her childhood dreams of
finding Prince Charming long ago, having learned she can't count on anyone but herself. And if finding wives for busy men is the only way to
keep a roof over her head, she'll happily match-make -- for others. But Emma never expected to meet a man whose aloof eyes reveal such
hidden passion. And when Adrian takes her in his masterful arms, she hpes the kissing never ends -- and that a duke may turn out to be a
prince after all.
Celebrate the thirtieth anniversary of the Newbery Honor–winning survival novel Hatchet with a pocket-sized edition perfect for travelers to
take along on their own adventures. This special anniversary edition includes a new introduction and commentary by author Gary Paulsen,
pen-and-ink illustrations by Drew Willis, and a water resistant cover. Hatchet has also been nominated as one of America’s best-loved novels
by PBS’s The Great American Read. Thirteen-year-old Brian Robeson, haunted by his secret knowledge of his mother’s infidelity, is
traveling by single-engine plane to visit his father for the first time since the divorce. When the plane crashes, killing the pilot, the sole survivor
is Brian. He is alone in the Canadian wilderness with nothing but his clothing, a tattered windbreaker, and the hatchet his mother had given
him as a present. At first consumed by despair and self-pity, Brian slowly learns survival skills—how to make a shelter for himself, how to hunt
and fish and forage for food, how to make a fire—and even finds the courage to start over from scratch when a tornado ravages his campsite.
When Brian is finally rescued after fifty-four days in the wild, he emerges from his ordeal with new patience and maturity, and a greater
understanding of himself and his parents.
A debut entry in a new trilogy by the author of the Jenna Fox Chronicles introduces Princess Lia, who flees an unwanted marriage and
expectations about her supernatural legacy only to be pursued by her jilted fiancé and a ruthless assassin.
Joanna Lennox is a fine bred English lady. She's pretty, intelligent, witty and...on the shelf. With an influential baron as her brother and a
hefty dowry, she should have gentleman lining up at her door but instead she seems doomed to become a spinster. Then one night a
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handsome highland lord steals a kiss from her in a library which stirs her deepest desires. Desperate for a life and a love of her own, she
turns to the darkly handsome, brooding, Scottish lord who lights a fire within her with his touch. But will his secrets and enemies tear them
apart? Brock Kincade knows better than to go around kissing English ladies in dark libraries. Especially when a lady is the little sister of the
man who will shortly be his brother-in-law. But Joanna is pure temptation, and he's been denied that innocent affection for far too long. He
doesn’t believe in love, but he believes in lust, and after that single kiss, he knows he wants her as his wife. He might not love her, but he'll
care for her and fuel the passionate fire between them with pleasure. There’s just one problem: He’ll have to steal her away from her
overprotective brother and his devilish band of friends, the League of Rogues. It's a race to Greta Green for a hasty anvil marriage that will
change their lives forever...
Sleeping with the enemy has never been so complicated. Twenty-eight-year-old Brooklyn Campbell is having a bad day. A speeding ticket, a
towed car, and a broken heel are all working against her laid-back vibe. To top it all off, her birth mother, whom she's never met, has
requested contact. The only bright spot is an impromptu date with a beautiful and mysterious brunette. Jessica Lennox is what you would call
a high-powered executive. She's the head of a multimillion-dollar advertising firm in New York City, and it didn't happen by accident. But when
the blonde head turner from the wine bistro turns out to be her number one competitor, her life gets infinitely more complex. Is New York big
enough for both Brooklyn and Jessica? Maybe it's just time they experienced it together...
Finalist for the 2021 Lambda Literary Award for Transgender Nonfiction "Talusan sails past the conventions of trans and immigrant memoirs."
--The New York Times Book Review "A ball of light hurled into the dark undertow of migration and survival." --Ocean Vuong, author of On
Earth We're Briefly Gorgeous A singular, beautifully written coming-of-age memoir of a Filipino boy with albinism whose story travels from an
immigrant childhood to Harvard to a gender transition and illuminates the illusions of race, disability, and gender Fairest is a memoir about a
precocious boy with albinism, a "sun child" from a rural Philippine village, who would grow up to become a woman in America. Coping with
the strain of parental neglect and the elusive promise of U.S. citizenship, Talusan found childhood comfort from her devoted grandmother, a
grounding force as she was treated by others with special preference or public curiosity. As an immigrant to the United States, Talusan came
to be perceived as white. An academic scholarship to Harvard provided access to elite circles of privilege but required Talusan to navigate
through the complex spheres of race, class, sexuality, and her place within the gay community. She emerged as an artist and an activist
questioning the boundaries of gender. Talusan realized she did not want to be confined to a prescribed role as a man, and transitioned to
become a woman, despite the risk of losing a man she deeply loved. Throughout her journey, Talusan shares poignant and powerful
episodes of desirability and love that will remind readers of works such as Call Me By Your Name and Giovanni's Room. Her evocative
reflections will shift our own perceptions of love, identity, gender, and the fairness of life.
The book is a humorous view of pet ownership, featuring a succession of miniature dachshunds, one unruly beagle, one hunting dog who
never learned to hunt, several mixed breed shelter dogs, three rabbits, three rescue cats, and one "preppie gerbil." It's a 50 year history of
one family's experience with pets, and anyone who has owned and loved an animal will find at least one incident to relate to! Be prepared to
laugh and cry!. A lighthearted, quick read! # A portion of the profits will benefit Wayside Waifs, a no-kill animal shelter in Kansas City, Mo.
She must choose between her destiny...and her desire. As soon as Pine Creek's new mystery man steps into her art gallery, Winter
MacKeage is intrigued. This sexy stranger, Matt Gregor, wants her to do some drawings of his dream house. And with his tiger-gold eyes and
masculine charm, he's impossible to resist. But so is Winter's Scottish heritage. As the seventh MacKeage daughter, she must embrace her
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true magical calling...and deny her mortal desires. Soon Winter is heating up -- in Matt's strong arms -- and her fiery heart is torn. Can she
give up the destiny she was born to fulfill for the only man she's ever truly loved?
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • A stunning “portrait of the enduring grace of friendship” (NPR) about the families we are born into, and those
that we make for ourselves. A masterful depiction of love in the twenty-first century. A NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FINALIST • A MAN
BOOKER PRIZE FINALIST • WINNER OF THE KIRKUS PRIZE A Little Life follows four college classmates—broke, adrift, and buoyed only
by their friendship and ambition—as they move to New York in search of fame and fortune. While their relationships, which are tinged by
addiction, success, and pride, deepen over the decades, the men are held together by their devotion to the brilliant, enigmatic Jude, a man
scarred by an unspeakable childhood trauma. A hymn to brotherly bonds and a masterful depiction of love in the twenty-first century, Hanya
Yanagihara’s stunning novel is about the families we are born into, and those that we make for ourselves. Look for Hanya Yanagihara’s new
novel, To Paradise, coming in January 2022.
To a young woman wishing to join a male friend on a canoeing trip, 1895: 'It surprises us to find that a girl sufficiently educated to write and
spell well should be so deplorably ignorant of the common rules of society to think that she may go out alone with a young man in his canoe.'
To a man concerned about whether cycling is a sin, 1885: 'If it is the only means of reaching the church on Sunday it may be excusable. On
the other hand, if walking or riding in the usual way is discarded for the sake of the exercise or exhilaration bicycle riding affords, it is clearly
wrong.' Having trawled the archives of magazines and newspapers, many long-forgotten, author Tanith Carey has gathered together this
fascinating collection of advice from agony aunts' columns through the years, creating this wonderfully nostalgic look back to a simpler, more
innocent time when agony aunts played a crucial role in educating the masses about love, sex and relationships. The examples included
cover every aspect of life, from courtship, the battle of the sexes, marriage and sex to manners, looks, teenage angst and parenthood. Full of
shocking - and often very funny - replies that give a clear insight into how dramatically social attitudes have - thankfully - changed through the
ages, and riddled with un-PC bluntness, The Agony Aunts' Book of Bad Advice is a vivid and fascinating journey into our social past.
A family relocates to a small house on Ash Tree Lane and discovers that the inside of their new home seems to be without boundaries
They are the infamous lords, whose scandalous ways keep tongues wagging. But when darker whispers take hold, a spirited writer’s
encounter with a dangerously desirable nobleman may uncover the whole story . . . For James Trent, Lord Huntington, there’s no escaping
the question that labeled him The Murdering Marquess: was his wife’s death a tragic accident or a cold-blooded crime? He’s avoided
London’s gossipmongers since that terrible night, as guardian to his younger siblings on his Essex estate. But trouble finds him when a
veiled temptress with secrets of her own falls—quite literally—into his arms. Caroline Lawrence doesn’t need a man to rescue her—the aspiring
journalist anonymously advocates for women’s rights in a radical London newspaper column. But when a suffragist’s soapbox speech turns
to pandemonium, Caroline is knocked on the head and reawakens in Trent Hall—with the notorious lord of the manor irresistibly close. If there
is any truth to his tarnished past, she should denounce him with her powerful pen. Yet love has a way of revealing a man’s true character . . .
Not a McTiernay by blood, but a brother nonetheless, Hamish will choose honor over all, until his world is shaken by one impetuous kiss... A
LASTING PASSION Elite McTiernay guardsman Hamish MacBrieve is looking for a clean start. But when his brother, laird of Foinaven
Castle, leaves the family holdings dangerously unprotected, Hamish has no choice but to return and keep his clansmen safe. And when he
does, he discovers that Foinaven’s painful memories have been replaced by the most distracting opportunity for passion. A TIMELESS
SEDUCTION When Mairead MacMhathain learns that the eldest MacBrieve is returning home, she imagines he’ll bring salvation in the form
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of a powerful army. Instead, the hulking, powerful man she idolized as a girl arrives alone. But now instead of a little sister, Hamish sees her
as the woman she has become. And under his heated gaze, despite the danger swirling around them, Mairead finds herself tempted,
Could you fall in love with a killer? How about two?When hiring a hitman, it's important to remember two rules.One: Pay in cash.And two:
Don't sleep with him.I was never good at following rules.It's not my fault that the guy I hired to help me is so damn sexy... so stupidly good at
making me melt.Who the hell sleeps with a hitman? I wish I could take it back. The problem is, now that I've slept with Kite once, I want to do
it again. And again. What's worse?He wants to share me with his best friend.I shouldn't give in to either of them. I should be stronger.I should
remember the rules.But with both of them kissing me...I can't even remember my own name.Author's Note: This is a re-release of the Beyond
Blood series. Contains a HEA, NO CHEATING, no cliffhangers, and two hitmen who have a "talent" for sharing one sassy lady...
From the national bestselling author of Before We Were Strangers, Swear on this Life, and Wish You Were Here comes a powerful story of
two people who spend years denying their scientifically proven chemistry. Penny spends her afternoons sitting outside a sandwich shop,
surrounded by ghosts. Fourteen years ago, this shop was her childhood dance studio—and she was a dancer on the rise. Now she’s a
suburban housewife, dreading the moment her son departs for MIT, leaving her with an impeccably decorated McMansion and a failing
marriage. She had her chance at wild, stars-in-her-eyes happiness, but that was a lifetime ago. After The Kiss. Before The Decision. The Kiss
was soulful. Magical. Earth-shattering. And it was all for a free gift card. Asked to participate in a psych study that posed the question, “Can
you have sexual chemistry without knowing what the other person looks like?” Penny agreed to be blindfolded, make polite conversation with
a total stranger, and kiss him. She never expected The Kiss to change her life forever and introduce her to Gavin: tattooed, gorgeous, and
spontaneous enough to ask her out seconds after the blindfolds came off. For a year, they danced between friendship and romance—until
Penny made The Decision that forced them to settle for friendship. Now, fourteen years later, both of their lives are about to radically
change—and it’s his turn to decide what will become of their once-in-a-lifetime connection.
From USA Today bestselling author Logan Chance comes a laugh-out-loud romantic comedy featuring a hot-as-heck hero, a sassy heroine
who isn't afraid to fight for what she wants, and a ton of heated moments that will have you flipping through the pages. KikiEllis Atwood is the
devil. Ok, maybe that's too harsh. Ellis Atwood is ruining my life. First, he demolishes a perfectly good wedding trellis. Second, he destroys a
gorgeous doggie wedding that I spent ages planning. (I kid you not.) Third, he makes me feel all warm and fuzzy, and that is not ok. I prefer
the cold and harsh way my fiancé makes me feel so much better. (wait, that didn't come out right.)Fourth, and there is a fourth, he gets me all
wound up and flustered. And last, when he unexpectedly kissed me it made me forget my own name, or the fact that I'm getting married...in a
month. Please someone help me out. I'm a mess. Worst part is, Ellis isn't the bad guy I first thought he was. And being forced to spend time
with him is making me realize that he needs my help more than anything. So what's a girl like me to do?EllisI'm only in town long enough to
figure out a plan with my brother on how to save our brewery from the awfulness that is my father. Oh and be in a wedding. Where I may or
may not be crushing a little too hard on the bride-to-be. (spoiler alert, I'm crushing hard.)She's really cute. Like seriously. And she has the
cutest job, she's a dog wedding planner. (I kid you not.)I can see why Henry loves her.I can see why everyone loves her. I can see why I'm
falling for her. I'm usually not a relationship-type guy. Call it picky or whatnot, but usually I get bored easily. So, my plan is simple. Spend as
much time with Kiki (soon to be Faniki, I know) and hopefully get bored with her adorkable smile and sexy legs that go on for miles. Then, I
can save the brewery, be the best man of the wedding, and get my butt back to Atlanta and away from the happy couple.A steamy, fun
STANDALONE featuring a a few dog weddings, goat yoga, a haunted flower shop and two kickbutt dancers and singers. One click this mustPage 4/9
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read TODAY!
ONE KISS CAN RUIN A GIRL, OR MAKE HER WHOLE AGAIN... CORA Never kiss an outlaw, they said. Easy advice, until the day my
father's dirty secrets made me property of the Deadly Pistols Motorcycle Club. Easy, until I came face-to-face with the beautiful bastard who
makes me burn with every glance. Firefly. I tried to fight it. Threw every insult in the world his way, hoping to hide how bad my lips were
begging to be kissed. Now, I'm losing the battle. Completely. I turned his life upside down. His cocky, unbelievable promises are flipping mine
right-side up. He says he's going to make me his. I'm going to love it. And he isn't taking no for an answer. I should slap him upside the head.
Instead, I'm becoming a believer in his caveman promises because I can't keep my hands off him... FIREFLY No more games. I cut Cora a
hundred kinds of slack when she landed in my world, one that's too twisted for a sheltered spitfire. I laughed at the sass and smears coming
out of her mouth 'til the day the Prez made me her bodyguard. Then I put an end to her crap. I protected her. I laid down the law. One raging
kiss shut her up for good. Never expected what came next, this urge to rip off her clothes, throw her on my bike, and own her. The monsters
coming after her, they're already dead. It's the future that counts, and there's only one I'll live. Cora, she'll get my ink on her skin. She'll wear
my ring. She'll have my kid. I'm taking what's mine, taking her night after night, and she's gonna get used to my lips on hers forever. The
Outlaw Love books are stand alone romance novels featuring unique lovers and happy endings. No cliffhangers! This is Firefly and Cora's
story in the Deadly Pistols MC series.
It was an innocent mistake… All workaholic real estate broker Addison Andrews wanted was one night of pleasure, and picking the right guy
was no different than shopping from a catalog thanks to the dating app on her phone. His name was Wilder, and his profile was blank – just a
sexy picture of a man who promised every wicked intention of a one-night stand. The agreement was simple. One night. No last names. But
the second their bodies melded together in the sheets of their posh Manhattan hotel room, there was no denying they fit together like two
pieces of a broken puzzle. There's just one problem… Addison unknowingly swiped right on the one man she wasn't supposed to be with – her
new stepbrother. All it takes is one bite of forbidden fruit to become addicted, but being with him has major consequences for their entire
family. And if anyone found out about them, the career she worked so hard to build would crumble to the ground. But Wilder Van Cleef
doesn't care about the possibility of a scandal. He wants her, and he's willing to do whatever it takes.
Fifteen-year-old Ari Mendoza is an angry loner with a brother in prison, but when he meets Dante and they become friends, Ari starts to ask
questions about himself, his parents and his family that he has never asked before.
In humorous words and toons, ABC's Kising Coach helps the single gal by stripping the glam from frogs posing as princes.
Joanna Lennox is a fine bred English lady. She's pretty, intelligent, witty and...on the shelf. With an influential baron as her brother and a
hefty dowry, she should have gentleman lining up at her door but instead she seems doomed to become a spinster. Then one night a
handsome highland lord steals a kiss from her in a library which stirs her deepest desires. Desperate for a life and a love of her own, she
turns to the darkly handsome, brooding, Scottish lord who lights a fire within her with his touch. But will his secrets and enemies tear them
apart? Brock Kincade knows better than to go around kissing English ladies in dark libraries. Especially when a lady is the little sister of the
man who will shortly be his brother-in-law. But Joanna is pure temptation, and he's been denied that innocent affection for far too long. He
doesn't believe in love, but he believes in lust, and after that single kiss, he knows he wants her as his wife. He might not love her, but he'll
care for her and fuel the passionate fire between them with pleasure. There's just one problem: He'll have to steal her away from her
overprotective brother and his devilish band of friends, the League of Rogues. It's a race to Greta Green fora hasty anvil marriage that will
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change their lives forever...
"As a short-term nanny for Ryan's children, Poppy brings some much-needed fun and laughter. She's never been one to commit, so why is
she feeling so attached to these children--and even more, to their dad? Could it be she's found her place at last?"--Publisher marketing.

She came to the beach to write… But she’s getting distracted by the surfer next door. Jenna, a single mom and successful author,
has five weeks to deliver her next young adult novel to the publisher. This year’s summer getaway with her kids will be a working
vacation. The only problem? Lucas, the devil-may-care surfer in the beach rental next to hers. He cranks up his music at night,
hosts loud volleyball matches, and allows his dog to run around at will. Jenna often blames him for her writer’s block. But before
long, she begins to see a new side of her neighbor at the shore. Maybe opposites do attract…but will that attraction fade like a
sunset once summer is gone? This funny, emotional romance includes a free Hallmark original recipe for Shrimp Scampi.
From a noted science journalist comes a wonderfully witty and fascinating exploration of how and why we kiss. When did humans
begin to kiss? Why is kissing integral to some cultures and alien to others? Do good kissers make the best lovers? And is that
expensive lip-plumping gloss worth it? Sheril Kirshenbaum, a biologist and science journalist, tackles these questions and more in
THE SCIENCE OF KISSING. It's everything you always wanted to know about kissing but either haven't asked, couldn't find out,
or didn't realize you should understand. The book is informed by the latest studies and theories, but Kirshenbaum's engaging voice
gives the information a light touch. Topics range from the kind of kissing men like to do (as distinct from women) to what animals
can teach us about the kiss to whether or not the true art of kissing was lost sometime in the Dark Ages. Drawing upon classical
history, evolutionary biology, psychology, popular culture, and more, Kirshenbaum's winning book will appeal to romantics and
armchair scientists alike.
Brooke Parrish is one of Manhattan's most successful psychotherapists, and now she has met the man of her dreams in Taylor
Hudson. Unfortunately, Taylor is married to Kiernan Malloy, who suspects that her husband is up to no good. Unwittingly, she
seeks the help of Brooke, and what unfolds is dangerous for all.
You’ve seen Mark Darcy in the reindeer jumper his mother gave him, now meet Marco Cavelli in this season’s Christmas knit!
This lyrical and stunning picture book tells a story about learning to love and celebrate your Asian-shaped eyes, in the of spirit of
Hair Love by Matthew A. Cherry. "This tale of self-acceptance and respect for one’s roots is breathtaking.” —Kirkus (starred
review) A young Asian girl notices that her eyes look different from her peers'. They have big, round eyes and long lashes. She
realizes that her eyes are like her mother’s, her grandmother's, and her little sister's. They have eyes that kiss in the corners and
glow like warm tea, crinkle into crescent moons, and are filled with stories of the past and hope for the future. Drawing from the
strength of these powerful women in her life, she recognizes her own beauty and discovers a path to self love and empowerment.
This powerful, poetic picture book will resonate with readers of all ages and is a celebration of diversity.
Nowhere in medieval England are three women so powerful--or adored--as the heiresses of Fallstowe Castle: Sybilla, the ruthless
beauty, Cecily, the pure-hearted innocent. . . And Alys, the youngest sister, whose wild spirit has yet to be matched. . . Lady Alys
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thinks everyone knows the legend: If a man and a woman meet at midnight within the ancient Foxe Ring ruins, they are as good
as married. But when she finds a captivating stranger lurking there in the middle of the night, she discovers the one man who is
unaware. It's a deadly pursuit that brings Piers Mallory to the Fallstowe lands. But now that fate has attached the alluring, and
curiously insistent, Alys to his side, it may work to his advantage to play by her rules, at least for a time. Yet the danger Piers
courts is no game--and the passion he and Alys share is all too real. . . Praise for The Warrior. . . "A spirited tale rich in intrigue,
betrayal, ancient magic, and a love destined to overcome all odds." --Hannah Howell, New York Times bestselling author
"Grothaus definitely has talent and a true feel for the era." --Romantic Times
I guess you could say I was a damsel in distress, and he was my knight in shining armor.But more accurately, I was a girl with a lot
of bad luck, and he was a guy with a lot of muscles and tattoos.Jude "Lucky" Lucketti wasn't just a sexy, brooding construction
worker. He was my own personal hero who seemed to be in all the right places at the right times. Like when my car broke down
and I needed a ride home, and when I face planted on the sidewalk right in front of him and had to be taken to the emergency
room.Those weren't exactly my best moments, but they were his. We became friends, and it didn't matter that he was sixteen
years older than me. We had a lot in common-like our love of old rock music and vintage fast cars, and our aversion to
relationships.When he approached me with a crazy idea to help me out, I couldn't say no.The arrangement was supposed to be
temporary. A marriage on paper and nothing else.It should've been easy, but it wasn't.Because here I am, eighteen years-old, still
in high school, and married to a man I was never supposed to fall in love with.We had just one rule-no kissing the bride.But we
broke that rule, and it sealed our fate forever.
Dating. Isn't there a better way? Reorder your romantic life in the light of God's word and find more fulfillment than the dating game
could ever give - a life of purposeful singleness.

You’ve seen Mark Darcy in his reindeer jumper, now meet Marco Cavelli in this season’s Christmas knit!
Go lingerie-shopping with him. Pass out drunk with her on the same bed. Cry on his shoulder when you break up. Bore
her with football talk at 3 a.m. Ask him for advice on how to keep your boyfriend happy . Watch a cheesy movie with her
and cry freely. Ask him to rate your butt. Dance with her in your boxers. But never, ever kiss your best friend. In this
sequel to the bestselling Just Friends, find out what happens when headstrong and impulsive Tanie Brar meets her
equally crazy best friend Sumer Singh Dhillon after five long years of separation. Heart-warming and poignant, Never
Kiss Your Best Friend redefines the rules of friendship with its story of a boy and a girl who are soulmates in every sense.
Pretty, flighty Daisy Devreaux can either go to jail or marry the mystery man her father has chosen for her. Arranged
marriages don't happen in the modern world, so how did the irrepressible Daisy find herself in this fix? Alex Markov, as
humorless as he is deadly handsome, has no intention of playing the loving bridegroom to a spoiled little feather-head
with champagne tastes. He drags Daisy from her uptown life to a broken down traveling circus and sets out to tame her
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to his ways. But this man without a soul has met his match in a woman who's nothing but heart. Before long, passion will
send them flying sky high without a safety net... risking it all in search of a love that will last forever.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • ONE OF TIME MAGAZINE’S 100 BEST YA BOOKS OF ALL TIME The
extraordinary, beloved novel about the ability of books to feed the soul even in the darkest of times. When Death has a
story to tell, you listen. It is 1939. Nazi Germany. The country is holding its breath. Death has never been busier, and will
become busier still. Liesel Meminger is a foster girl living outside of Munich, who scratches out a meager existence for
herself by stealing when she encounters something she can’t resist–books. With the help of her accordion-playing foster
father, she learns to read and shares her stolen books with her neighbors during bombing raids as well as with the
Jewish man hidden in her basement. In superbly crafted writing that burns with intensity, award-winning author Markus
Zusak, author of I Am the Messenger, has given us one of the most enduring stories of our time. “The kind of book that
can be life-changing.” —The New York Times “Deserves a place on the same shelf with The Diary of a Young Girl by
Anne Frank.” —USA Today DON’T MISS BRIDGE OF CLAY, MARKUS ZUSAK’S FIRST NOVEL SINCE THE BOOK
THIEF.
One of Orpah Mag's Best Romance Novels of 2020! A disinherited duke and a former lady are courting much more than
business in the first novel in Megan Frampton’s newest titillating series, Hazards of Dukes. Everything he had ever
known was a lie… Sebastian, Duke of Hasford, has a title, wealth, privilege, and plenty of rakish charm. Until he discovers
the only thing that truly belongs to him is his charm. An accident of birth has turned him into plain Mr. de Silva. Now,
Sebastian is flummoxed as to what to do with his life—until he stumbles into a gambling den owned by Miss Ivy, a most
fascinating young lady, who hires him on the spot. Working with a boss has never seemed so enticing. Everything tells
her he’s a risk she has to take… Two years ago, Ivy gambled everything that was precious to her—and won. Now the
owner of London’s most intriguing gambling house, Ivy is competent, assured, and measured. Until she meets Mr. de
Silva, who stirs feelings she didn’t realize she had. Can she keep her composure around her newest employee? They
vow to keep their partnership strictly business, but just one kiss makes them realize that with each passing day—and
night—there’s nothing as tempting as what is forbidden…
Welcome to Seven Hills, the world’s most exclusive boarding school where only the best and brightest roam the
hallowed halls. Being committed to your studies, service, and community doesn’t mean that you can’t break the rules
now and again, right? But watch your back because lurking on the anonymous Chitter Chatter Blog is The Watcher—who
can’t wait to reveal all the latest hookups, hot lists, and secrets around campus. The latest objects of The Watcher’s
affection? Straight-off-the-train (but not exactly straight) insta-besties Evelyn and Seth. It doesn’t take long for Evelyn to
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realize she is inexplicably drawn to her gorgeous and standoffish roommate Noelle. Meanwhile Seth has eyes, and some
serious heart palpitations, for budding thespian and school flirt Jasper. Just as things start to heat up, The Watcher
strikes. Will the secrets revealed turn their happily ever afters into happily never afters?
More people are handling chickens than ever. Chickens are crazy, fun pets that give tasty eggs, but birds need to be
handled safely. In fun verse and delightful illustration, Never Kiss a Chicken shows readers some of the rules of safe
chicken handling, with the ultimate reminder of, "Never Kiss a Chicken!"It is perfect for backyard chicken enthusiasts,
schools with chickens, or farm visitors!
On August 14, 1945, Alfred Eisenstaedt took a picture of a sailor kissing a nurse in Times Square, minutes after they
heard of Japan's surrender to the United States. Two weeks later LIFE magazine published that image. It became one of
the most famous WWII photographs in history (and the most celebrated photograph ever published in the world's
dominant photo-journal), a cherished reminder of what it felt like for the war to finally be over. Everyone who saw the
picture wanted to know more about the nurse and sailor, but Eisenstaedt had no information and a search for the
mysterious couple's identity took on a dimension of its own. In 1979 Eisenstaedt thought he had found the long lost
nurse. And as far as almost everyone could determine, he had. For the next thirty years Edith Shain was known as the
woman in the photo of V-J DAY, 1945, TIMES SQUARE. In 1980 LIFE attempted to determine the sailor's identity. Many
aging warriors stepped forward with claims, and experts weighed in to support one candidate over another. Chaos
ensued. For almost two decades Lawrence Verria and George Galdorisi were intrigued by the controversy surrounding
the identity of the two principals in Eisenstaedt's most famous photograph and collected evidence that began to shed
light on this mystery. Unraveling years of misinformation and controversy, their findings propelled one claimant s case far
ahead of the others and, at the same time, dethroned the supposed kissed nurse when another candidate's claim proved
more credible. With this book, the authors solve the 67-year-old mystery by providing irrefutable proof to identify the
couple in Eisenstaedt's photo. It is the first time the whole truth behind the celebrated picture has been revealed. The
authors also bring to light the couple's and the photographer's brushes with death that nearly prevented their famous
spontaneous Times Square meeting in the first place. The sailor, part of Bull Halsey's famous task force, survived the
deadly typhoon that took the lives of hundreds of other sailors. The nurse, an Austrian Jew who lost her mother and
father in the Holocaust, barely managed to escape to the United States. Eisenstaedt, a World War I German soldier, was
nearly killed at Flanders.
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